


Intro
Today, designing in digital environment is far less limiting than the physical reality that the product 
will end up in - stresses and forces, physical material properties, manufacturing possibilities, economic 
considerations and etc. are to a large extent not present in digital design tools. With many of these be-
ing directly computable it would make sense to introduce these restrictions from the physical world to 
the digital design environment. By doing this with we could take account of the inevitable restrictions 
from the very initial design phases and considerations, hopefully enabling us to make better informed 
decisions and designs. 

Th esis project
- In this particular thesis, it was concentrated on bringing in some selected restrictions from the fi elds 
of manufacturing and assembly. It has been attempted to produce a ‘’Design System’’ (not a particular 
object, but rather a workfl ow or Meta Design) which would 
1- Use industrially produced ”Standard elements”. It embodies the industrial paradigm, where things 
are standardized, mass-produced and relatively cheap.
2- Use a common place well-established CNC tool to produce “Custom elements”. Th ese elements 
would be the vessel through which the computer orchestrates the form, assembly process and informs 
the “standard elements”.
 3- A rather unskilled non-intensive manual assembly processes.

Process 

Th e process itself was as important, if not more so, as the fi nal outcomes. Overall it had a bottom-up 
approach and in this way stood in sharp contrast to how we generally approach architectural discourse 
in practice. Th is means that i started from specifi c details and restrictions and extrapolated them to 
what could be possible in terms of design and large scale.



Idea

Th e starting idea is that a single “Custom member” could carry both the information for the general 
form geometry and the individual precise locations for the “Standard elements”. Th rough observation 
key rules and underlying logic on how exactly ‘‘Standard elements’’ could come together to produce 

complex surfaces was derived.

Digital tools

A key element of the thesis was the production of a “defi nition” - a self made digital tool that has logic 
and rules of making closed twisted surfaces out of standard elements encoded inside. Th is was then 
used for deriving the “Custom Members” for CNC milling. While this part of the thesis was tedious 
and time consuming that took the better half of the project, it was essential for the more visible, yet 
quicker prototyping of physical models and further development of the “Design System”.

Digital and Physical models

With the ‘‘defi nition’’ suffi  ciently developed, it was used to generate and test ‘‘design systems’’ that had 
certain aesthetic, structural, manufacturing and assembly qualities embedded in them. Th is was done 
through digital and physical models, most of whom were abstract and indirectly relating to the built 
environment.



Th e fi nal ‘‘Design System’’ proposal.

Out of a pool of  successful, and sometimes not so much, tests - a most distinct ‘‘Design System’’ was 
selected and represented with a 1:10 scale pavilion physical model and a 1:3 scale detail model with the 
actual fi xture methods and materials applied.

Th e pavilion’s expression and atmosphere is arguably its biggest architectural asset. It has very light 
programing - provides a canopy, wind shelter, notion of space, possible seating inside. Th e pavilion 
gets its design concept from very loose initial sketches on photographs from KTH campus produced 
at the very early stages of the thesis. Th ese sketches were done communicate visually plausible project 
outcomes while searching for a specifi c place and material to realize the design in full scale. While the 
actual realization of full scale project proved to slow for this particular thesis project the sketches served 
as guidelines for the aforementioned Physical and Digital testing of the “design systems”.

Assembly process
Th e whole design is divided and pre-assembled in manageable sized modules. Th is brings many bene-
fi ts - the jigs for assembly are much smaller, enables off -site production, modules easier to handle and 
etc. All of the complexity of orchestrating the assembly is derived from the digital model and can be 
inscribed with simple CNC tools.

Detail model
Th e design language from a manufacturing point of view it is intended to be very convenient and ef-
fi cient. Th e “Custom members” do not interconnect, so there is no need for custom steel joints. Th e 
Standard elements are secured with simple wood to wood self tapping screws.

All in all. the thesis quite successfully went through the process of bringing restrictions (even if they 
were quite trivial themselves) from the end process of manufacturing and assembly to the initial design 
stages

With the adaptation of this workfl ow it is not the goal to ‘‘restrict’’ the design process, but rather to en-
able it despite the restrictions.










